Get updated on the latest announcements for grants, funding and residencies focusing on cross cultural exchange between Asia and Europe.

**OPPORTUNITIES**

**ALL**

**RESIDENCIES**

**OPEN CALLS**

**JOBS**

**GRANTS**

---

**DEADLINE 22 NOV 2021**

**Digital Cultural Tourism and Diplomacy | UNESCO Chair Winter School 2022**

**DEADLINE 22 NOV 2021**

**Collide Residency Award 2022**

**DEADLINE 24 NOV 2021**

**France | Horizons Arts-Nature in Sancy 2022 - call for proposals**

---

**DEADLINE 29 NOV 2021**

**La Fabrique Cinéma at the Festival de Cannes 2022**

**DEADLINE 30 NOV 2021**

**Leonardo Rebooted | Art & Science projects call**

**DEADLINE 30 NOV 2021**

**France | Fondation Fiminco residency call for curators**

---

**DEADLINE 30 NOV 2021**

**Job openings at culture360.ASEF.org**

**DEADLINE 30 NOV 2021**

**Germany | Akademie Schloss Solitude fellowships programme call 2021**

**DEADLINE 30 NOV 2021**

**Malta | Blitz Valletta Digital Residency 2022**

---

**DEADLINE 01 DEC 2021**

**Netherlands | Jan van Eyck Academie**

**DEADLINE 03 DEC 2021**

**UNESCO-Aschberg**

---

**DEADLINE 12 DEC 2021**

**Estonia | WildBits**
Eyck 2022 residencies call

Programme for Artists and Cultural Professionals - call for projects

Estonia | Wild Bits residency call 2022

Germany | 37th DOK.fest München call for entries

Japan | Aichi University of the Arts - artist residency call

Germany | Moovy dance film festival open call

Artist Exercises | Open call for artist-educators based in Asia

China | NY20+ art residency programme

Short-form book series on creative economy | call for proposals

ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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